
Planting our Garden
Grade level :  Intermediate (Grade 3  and 4)

FIRST PEOPLES 
PRINCIPLES OF LEARNING
Learning is holistic, reflexive,
experiential, and relational
(focused on connectedness, on
reciprocal relationships, and a
sense of place.)

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS
What is an Outdoor
Classroom?
How does a garden grow?
How does our garden foster
community and stewardship?

BIG IDEAS
Science 3
Living things are diverse, can be grouped, and
interact in their ecosystems (learning about the
different types of crops to plant in the garden
and prepping the garden for planting)
 
Wind, water, and ice change the shape of the land
(understanding how nature’s elements affect the
crops and the timing of planting in spring)
 
Science 4
All living things sense and respond to their
environment (knowledge of prepping the beds,
timing of spring planting, optimal conditions for
growth)
 
The motions of Earth and the moon cause
observable patterns that affect living and
non-living systems (understanding the
importance of sunlight and location for the
schoolyard garden)
 

CURRICULAR 
COMPETENCIES

Demonstrate curiosity about the natural world (begin to observe the garden more
closely)        
Collect simple data (record and document plant growth)      
Identify some simple environmental implications of their actions and others’ actions (create
pollinator beds for the butterflies and other pollinators; garden to table connection;
companion planting)       

Science 3       
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Express and reflect on personal or shared experiences of place (to share tasks in
tending the garden and celebrate in the harvest)       
Contribute to care for school and neighbourhood through individual and collaborative
approaches (create a sense of belonging and beauty in the schoolyard)

Make observations about living and non-living things in the local environment (multi-
sensory and hands-on experiences in the garden)
Collect simple data (record and document plant growth)
Identify some simple environmental implications of their and others’ actions (create
pollinator beds for the butterflies and other pollinators; garden to table connection;
companion planting)
Express and reflect on personal or shared experiences of place (to share tasks in
tending the garden and celebrate today in the harvest)
Contribute to care for school and neighbourhood through individual and collaborative
approaches (create a sense of belonging and beauty in our schoolyard)

Differentiate between intended and unintended consequences of events (what are we
doing to grow our garden? )
Make ethical judgments about events, decisions, or actions that consider the
conditions of a particular time and place (ethical judgment; what happens when we
develop farm land and pave over gardens? How far does our food travel?)

Science 3 continued     

 
Science 4

 
Socials  3 & 4

CURRICULAR COMPETENCIES CONTINUED

CONTENT

The variety of different types of living things in an ecosystem (planting a variety of
seeds and seedlings)
Observable changes in the local environment caused by erosion and deposition by
wind, water and ice (notice how these elements affect the garden) 

Biomes as large regions with similar environmental features (becoming familiar with
garden climate zones)
Sensing and responding: humans, other animals, plants (seeing interaction of humans
and plants)

Relationship between humans and their environment (caretakers of the garden)

Science 3
Biodiversity:

 
Science 4

 
Socials 3  
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CONTENT CONTINUED

Pattern rules using words and numbers, based on concrete experiences (exploring
patterns in nature)
Measurement using standard units (documenting plant growth)
Financial Literacy (plant sale fundraiser)

perimeter of regular and irregular shapes (measuring perimeter of raised beds)
Financial Literacy (plant sale fundraiser)
Increasing and decreasing patterns, using tables and charts (charting plant growth,
spacing between plants)

Visual arts is a unique language for creating and communicating (design garden beds)
Personal and collective responsibility associated with creating, experiencing, or sharing
in a safe learning environment (working together as garden caretakers to create a
community garden)

Math 3

 
Math 4

 
Art 3 & 4

CORE COMPETENCIES
SOCIAL 

RESPONSIBILITY
COMMUNICATION PERSONAL AWARENESS

AND RESPONSIBILITY

Contributing to
community and caring
for the environment:
Students develop
awareness and take
responsibility for their
natural environments
by working
independently and
collaboratively for the
benefit of the
environment (garden
caretakers).

Collaborate to plan, carry
out, and review
constructions and activities:
Students work together to
plan, carry out and review
construction (deciding what
to plant).
 
Explain/recount and reflect
on experiences and
accomplishments:
Students tell about their
learning experiences and
reflect and share what they
learned (opportunities to
share insights and
reflections; end of year
Garden Party to celebrate)
 

Self-determination:
Students imagine and
work toward positive
change in themselves
and the world
(caretaking and
stewardship).
 
Well-being:
Students make choices
that benefit their well-
being (garden as a
place of peace).



MATERIALS:
Whiteboard & markers
Compost and/or organic
fertilizer
Shovels, rakes
Mulch
Seeds and/or transplants
Water (and watering can or
hose)
Ruler or Yardstick or
measuring tape
Popsicle sticks or labels 

OVERVIEW
In the Spring, we take all of our
background knowledge from our
previous lessons and experiences
in the garden and apply them
here in starting up our garden
again after perhaps a quiet
winter. In this lesson, we will
discuss what goes into planning
a garden, Then, we go out and
tend to our garden and plant out
our plan!

ACTIVITY:
Have a discussion in class recalling some things we’ve learned about plant
needs and a healthy garden. Refresh students memories and repeat
important elements (for example: nutrients they need, what are cover crops,
etc).
Explain that today the class will be planning where they will be planting
different crops, and then planting them. Go over companion planting, then
draw your garden bed on the board, and troubleshoot where each plant will
go, making a sort of map. This is assuming that you have already chosen
this year’s crops and have seeds and transplants ready. You can do this on a
large piece of paper, or have a student draw it on paper as you draw on the
whiteboard to take it outside. 
Once the garden is mapped out, have students brainstorm some things that
might need to happen before you plant (for example: break up the soil, weed,
work in or remove cover crop, add compost, etc). Make a plan together for
the order of your tasks. Perhaps have students write it down in their
journals to look back on later.
Go outside and start to work through tasks. Pull out weeds or dead plants.
Work in cover crop if you planted some (use shovels to turn over or mix the
soil), or remove and put in compost. 
Add compost (and organic fertilizer, if using) on top, and work this in, too,
using the same method of mixing with shovels and trowels. Make sure to
mix in deep enough that roots will still be able to access nutrients.
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FOLLOW UP
Essential question recall: 
What is an Outdoor Classroom?
How does a garden grow?
How does our garden foster community and stewardship?
 
Journal Prompts: 
List of tasks in garden bed
Draw garden map in your journal and answer the questions: 
Why did we plant certain plants together or far apart? 
What are your hopes and dreams for the garden?
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ACTIVITY CONTINUED:

You can wet your soil before you plant to avoid drowning your seeds. It is
good however to water lightly transplants after you plant, to help them
secure their roots. 
Assess your garden plan and place transplants over top of where they will
go. You can do the same for seed packets. Start planting the transplants, by
creating a small hole, then digging in the transplant to make sure the top is
covered, but none of the lower leaves of the plant are covered. 
Sow the seeds according to seed packet instructions. Clean up your tools
and maybe have students give positive encouragement to your plants and
seeds to grow.

CONCLUSION
Head back inside before or after talking to the students about ongoing
maintenance: weeding, keeping students off the soil (so it is not
compacted), and create a schedule for watering (make sure to show
students proper watering technique while outside). 
Finish with students writing in their journals about how to prep a garden in
spring, maybe their hopes for the garden, and answering your essential
questions.



EXTENSIONS/NEXT ACTIVITIES:
Garden Maintenance:

Thinning, watering, making plant labels
Signs and decorations for garden

Watch videos by Victory Gardens
(http://victorygardensvancouver.ca/videos/)

KEY TERMS
Sowing - The process of planting
seeds
Direct-Sow - Planting seeds directly
in the garden with no time grown
indoors
Transplant - Taking a plant that was
given a head start inside (or in
controlled environment) and planting
it in the garden
Companion Planting - planting
different plants next to each other for
either pest control, breeding,
pollination, or added nutrient benefits.
Example: Three Sisters Garden
Heavy Feeder - a plant that needs
lots of nutrients and water, usually a
robust crop like garlic or tomatoes. 

ASSESSMENT
Students respond to one of the
essential questions which were asked
at the beginning of the inquiry. 
They may choose one of a variety of
ways to represent their learning (text,
drama, visual arts, etc). 
A set of criteria may be established
with the class, in advance of
beginning the assessment of their
learning (e.g. statements supported by
evidence of learning).

RESOURCES
Wealth of resources on mulching, bolting, weeding, effective watering,
plant spacing, etc on Can You Dig It (cydi.ca/how-to-begin) and West
Coast Seeds (westcoastseeds.com/blogs/garden-wisdom/tagged/category-
articles-and-instructions)
How to plant a Three Sisters Garden (almanac.com/content/three-sisters-
corn-bean-and-squash)
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These are just extra
tidbits for those

teachers not super
confident in the garden! 

BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE
What plants are best to plant in a school garden?
Most schools let out at the end of June, with no one
committed to tending to the garden over the summer.
This means, you’ll want to plant some plants that will
be ready early, or late, to match harvest time with
school time. To tend to the gardens over the summer,
you can set up for parent or family volunteers, who
can harvest what they want while they take care of
the garden.
 
Prepping our Garden Bed
There are a few important tasks in the garden before
starting our seeds and seedlings for next year. 
First, we need to remove any weeds or plants from
the previous year to make space for our new chosen
crops. 
 
Also, we need to build the soil. This means adding
compost and organic fertilizer. It’s best to add more
compost even if you composted in the fall, this will
build the soil even more. After mixing this in, our
garden is ready.
 
Sowing Seeds and Transplanting
For transplanting, it’s important to handle the plant
gently, dig your hole deep enough, and give it enough
water to prevent transplant shock. If your plant looks
droopy upon planting, it is probably experiencing
shock in its new environment, and hasn’t rooted yet
to absorb nutrients from the soil. 
 
Keep it watered (but not drowning), in a rich soil and
it will hopefully spring back to life in a few days. For
seeds, each one is different, so follow your seed
packet instructions or watch a video online of how to
plant it. With seeds, it’s good to wet the soil first to
ensure germination and to not drown the seeds after.
For shallow-planted seeds, make sure pat them in so
the birds don’t eat them!
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GREAT SCHOOL
GARDEN PLANTS

Peas and beans
Greens: lettuce, arugula,

spinach, etc.
Pac Choi

Nasturtiums
Garlic

Strawberries
Radishes

Kale
Herbs 



BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE CONTINUED
Plant Spacing
After your initial sowing, you might need to thin out some plants as they grow.
This is common for plants like radish, carrots, kale. Luckily, you can eat the
sprouts! For each crop, you can check the seed catalogue or packet for details
of how much space one plant actually needs. You’ll know when to thin when
the plant has started to get its ‘true leaves’, where the seed doesn’t just look
like a sprout, but starts to resemble the plant it is with its leaves (for example,
when it first sprouts, carrot will just look like any other plant, but with time, it
will start to look like carrot leaves). Once the plant has at least two of its true
leaves, you can start thinning out. 
 
Companion Planting
You’ll run into some problems if you plant some plants side by side, or you can
avoid some problems by planting certain things together. Carefully selecting
what is next to what is called companion planting. For example, many people
plant marigolds near the edge of their garden because they act as a pest
deterrent. Also, planting plants from the same family, like squash, will cross-
pollinate, and if you’re saving the seeds next year, you might get some strange
hybrids like a butternut-pumpkin, or something a little more mysterious. Also,
if you put several heavy-feeders next to each other, your soil might get
depleted, so spacing them out is a good idea. It’s hard to know where
everything should go, it’s like putting a puzzle together, so look online for a
"companion planting chart"
 
Ongoing Care
Once your plants are established, add mulch to keep down weeds, retain
moisture, and prevent erosion. For vegetable gardens, leaves, grass cuttings, or
straw are great. Wood chips are generally too hardy as they take longer to
break down, save those for perennials or pathways. Throughout the season,
make sure to water your plants a few times a week, either in the morning or
evening. If it’s really hot, you’ll want to water probably every day. The best way
to know if you need to water is by checking the soil moisture by sticking your
finger in the soil and seeing how it feels. Perhaps make a watering schedule
and assign duties to classes or students. There will also be ongoing weeding
that your class can do together. It’s important to label your planted crops so
that everything else is easily identifiable as a weed.
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